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Beyondthe Median:VoterPreferences,District
Heterogeneity,and PoliticalRepresentation

ElisabethR. Gerber
Universityof Michigan

JeffreyB. Lewis
Universityof California,Los Angeles

Despite the centrality of the median voter prediction in political economy models, overwhelming empirical evidence shows that legislators
regularly take positions that diverge significantly from the preferences
of the median voter in their districts. However, all these empirical
studies to date lack the necessary data to directly measure the preferences of the median voter. We utilize a unique data set consisting
of individual-level voting data that allows us to construct direct measures of voter preferences. We find that legislators are most constrained by the preferences of the median voter in homogeneous
districts.

I.

Introduction

Political representation concerns the relationship between citizen preferences and government behavior. Studies of representation seek to
compare what legislators do with what the people in their districts want.
Most of these studies take as their theoretical starting point some variant
of the median voter model, which predicts that the logic of spatial
competition will force legislators to take positions that correspond to
the preferences of the median voter in their districts. Despite the theWe thankMo Fiorina,ScottPage,KeithPoole,Jim Snyder,and twoanonymousreferees
for helpful comments.Gerberacknowledgesthe Center for AdvancedStudyin the BehavioralSciences,Stanford,Calif.
[Journalof PoliticalEconomy,2004, vol. 112, no. 6]
? 2004 by The University of Chicago. All rights reserved. 0022-3808/2004/11206-0001$10.00
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oretical robustness of the median voter prediction, however, overwhelming empirical evidence indicates that legislators regularly take positions
that diverge significantly from their districts' median.'
In this paper, we provide a more compelling test of the median voter
model by constructing superior measures of voter preferences from a
unique new data set. This data set consists of 2.8 million actual individual-level vote returns, from which we estimate the means, medians, and
variances of voters' ideological preferences within a sample of legislative
districts. This fuller mapping of districts' ideological landscapes allows
us to connect the policy preferences of voters within a district more
accurately to the voting behavior of the legislators who represent them.
As a result, we are able to estimate the conditional impact of the median
voter's preference-when the median voter model does and does not
hold-on legislator behavior. We also speak directly to the issue of district heterogeneity by considering how diverse electoral constituencies
affect the quality of political representation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly review the
literature on political representation. In Sections III and IV,we describe
our measures of voter preferences and legislator behavior, respectively.
In Section V, we present and discuss the results of regression analyses
of legislator roll call voting. We conclude in Section VI by discussing
the implications of our findings for our understanding of political
representation.
II.

Models of Political Representation

The typical theoretical framework underlying analyses of political representation is a spatial voting model in which citizens' preferences are
indexed by their ideal points, usually along a single policy dimension.2
A mapping is then posited between this set of ideal points and each
legislator's roll call votes or other behavior. The object of this mapping
is essentially to identify weights to apply to each citizen's ideal point in
the determination of each legislator's votes. Perhaps the most widely
employed theoretical mapping derives from the median voter theorem,
which assigns all of the weight to the voter with the median ideal point
(Hotelling 1929; Downs 1957; Black 1958; Enelow and Hinich 1984).
Despite the strong and robust theoretical predictions of the median
'In the theoretical literature, legislators respond to the district's median voter.To the
extent that election day turnout is biased toward certain social groups, the median voter's
preference may diverge substantially from the median citizen's preference. Empirical
studies may employ proxies of either citizen or voter preferences, depending on data
availability and the nature of the specific question at hand.
2 Extending the policy space to multiple dimensions significantly complicates the basic
underlying spatial model. See Schofield (1978), McKelvey (1979), and many others on
majority voting in multidimensional space.
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voter model, overwhelming empirical evidence shows that legislators
regularly take positions that diverge significantly from their districts'
median (see Stratmann [1995] for a review). In response to this evidence, scholars have developed a body of alternative theoretical models
that suggest that weight be applied to voters at nonmedian positions
(Hinich 1977); to legislators' own ideal points (Wittman 1977; Calvert
1985; Alesina and Rosenthal 1996); to the ideal points of campaign
contributors (Stratmann 1995); to members of their parties and socalled reelection constituencies (Fiorina 1974; Aldrich 1983; Peltzman
1984); to legislative leaders (Rohde 1991; Cox and McCubbins 1993;
Aldrich 1995); or to voters in other districts (Austen-Smith and Banks
1988; Snyder 1994). See Goff and Grier (1993) and Bender and Lott
(1996) for recent reviews of this literature.
While the theoretical literature suggests a large number of potential
weightings, relatively few of them have been subjected to extensive empirical scrutiny because of a lack of data necessary to construct reliable
measures of potentially relevant preferences. One recent series of papers, building on early works by Kau and Rubin (1979), Kalt and Zupan
(1984), Peltzman (1984, 1985), and others, seek to estimate the relative
importance or weighting of two sets of factors on legislator behavioraverage voter (or citizen) preferences and legislator ideology-in some
cases also accounting for the effects of campaign contributions (Stratmann 1995, 1996; Borck 1996; Levitt 1996), national party preferences
(Levitt 1996), or electoral competition (McArthur and Marks 1988;
Bender 1991; Coates and Munger 1995). Two main approaches to estimating voter preferences appear in this literature: either preferences
are proxied as a linear combination of district-level economic and demographic variables, or they are measured by election returns or survey
data, aggregated to the district level. For the most part, these studies
concur that both voter preferences and legislator ideology shape legislative behavior; they disagree about the relative importance and significance of these effects.
Given their approaches to estimating voter preferences described
above, the extant empirical studies imply that the influence of "voter
preferences" can be fully captured by a single statistic measuring mean
or median voter preferences. However, this assumption is valid only if
one of two very restrictive conditions holds: either the predictions of
the median voter model hold perfectly and so information about other
constituency characteristics is superfluous, or relevant district preferences are sufficiently homogeneous that the median voter's preference
is indistinguishable from other potential constraints on legislator
behavior.
Rather than assuming that one of these restrictive conditions is true,
we advance the debate on political representation by utilizing a unique
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new data set to construct measures of voter preferences that go beyond
central tendencies and aggregate-level proxies. The data set consists of
voting records for 2.8 million individual voters over a set of 13 statewide
ballot propositions and four partisan candidate races. These data allow
us to estimate the distribution of voter preferences, including the medians, means, and variances, within each of 55 legislative districts (and
for subconstituency voting groups), as described below. This additional
information about district preferences allows us to measure much more
accurately the impact of the median voter's preference on legislator
behavior and to separate the impact of these preferences from the effects
of other influences, especially the influences of a legislator's party.
Our measures of voter preferences also allow us to speak directly to
the issue of district heterogeneity and to consider how diverse electoral
constituencies affect the quality of political representation. Ex ante, it
is not obvious how district heterogeneity might affect legislator behavior.
One possibility is that heterogeneity is irrelevant: legislators still converge to their district's median, even if many voters have policy preferences that diverge substantially from that position. This view is consistent with the stylized unidimensional, vote-maximizing spatial model
that predicts convergence to the median, independent of the distribution of voter preferences. A second possibility is that heterogeneity
allows legislators some discretion in where they position themselves. This
view requires us to relax some of the spatial voting model's most restrictive assumptions (such as complete information, consideration of
policy positions only, vote maximization, etc.). A third possibility is that
heterogeneity induces greater electoral competition and, hence, forces
legislators to be even more responsive to their vote-maximizing median
position. Our empirical analyses allow us to test these alternative
hypotheses.
Our interest in district heterogeneity is not novel, and indeed, a number of existing empirical studies attempt to estimate the impact of district
composition on legislator behavior. Kalt and Zupan (1990) find that the
residuals from a model of senators' scores on rating scales of the Americans for Democratic Action (ADA) are larger (in absolute value) for
senators from states with greater voter heterogeneity (measured as less
consistently liberal than the national average). Goff and Grier (1993)
find that differences in same-state senators' voting records can be largely
explained by heterogeneity in the state's income distribution, ethnic
makeup, and workforce composition. Bailey and Brady (1998) find that
state population heterogeneity, as measured by an index of state socioeconomic and cultural diversity, significantly affects senators' votes on
trade legislation. All three of these studies conclude that ignoring the
effect of heterogeneity produces misleading inferences. They imply that
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the effect of voter preferences on legislator behavior is fundamentally
different in heterogeneous states.
Armed with the ability to measure preference heterogeneity directly,
we build on these studies, confirming some of their results and producing new insights as well. We find that the effect of the median voter's
preference is quite different in homogeneous and heterogeneous districts. Regression analyses reveal that the effect of the median voter on
legislator roll call voting behavior decreases as the variance in district
preferences increases. In addition, we find that legislator behavior is
significantly influenced by a legislator's partisan constituency, independent of the effects of district median, and that the relative impact of
party increases with district preference heterogeneity. On the basis of
these analyses, we conclude that district composition significantly conditions the relationship between a district's median voter's preference
and a legislator's roll call votes: in homogeneous districts, the district
median is a good predictor of legislator behavior; as districts become
more heterogeneous, the effects of legislative party become relatively
more important.
III.

Measuring District Preferences

We study the linkages between voter preferences, district heterogeneity,
and legislator behavior in Los Angeles County, California, in the early
1990s. Because of its size and diversity, Los Angeles County presents an
ideal case in which to study the relationship between voters and their
representatives. Los Angeles County contains 24 California Assembly
districts, 14 California Senate districts, and 17 U.S. House districts. All
but four of the congressional districts and three of the Senate districts
are entirely contained within the county borders. The county includes
inner-city, suburban, and semirural districts, as well as ethnically diverse
and ethnically homogeneous districts. The legislators that Los Angeles
County sent to the U.S. House of Representatives in 1992 include three
of the House's 15 most liberal (Waters, Tucker, and Roybal-Allard) and
two of its 15 most conservative (Royce and Drier). These representatives
reflect the broad ideological range of their constituencies.
To estimate the preferences of Los Angeles County voters, we analyze
data from all 2.8 million ballots cast in the county in the 1992 general
election. The computer file that contains these data was generated as
a by-product of the punch card ballot system used in the election. Each
record contains a complete enumeration of all the vote choices made
by a given voter, as well as identifying information about the legislative
district in which the ballot was cast. These vote choices include races
for federal, state, county, and local legislative offices. They also include
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13 statewide ballot measures and a number of local ballot measures.3
By observing the joint distribution of vote choices of all voters at the
individual level, we are able to recover much more detailed information
about the distribution of voter preferences in a large number of legislative districts than has previously been possible.
Our estimation of voter preferences relies primarily on voting data
on the statewide ballot measures. The ballot measures contained on the
1992 ballot tap some of the main dimensions of political conflict in the
United States (infrastructure, taxes, health care reform, and social policy), as well as some questions on technical government operations. Of
particular interest to public economists, at least eight of these measures
directly relate to public resource allocation issues (e.g., bonds, fees,
taxes, and budgets). Descriptions of the statewide propositions on the
1992 ballot are shown in table 1.
The proposition voting data are analogous to the roll call voting data
commonly used to construct measures of legislator policy positions. For
each voter, we have a voting record on a series of binary legislative
proposals. Lewis (2001) develops a technique for estimating the mean,
median, and variance of the distribution of voter preferences within
each of a set of predetermined groups (e.g., electoral districts) from
data on a small number of observed binary choices. We use a similar
estimation procedure in this analysis. Essentially, our approach assumes
a simple spatial voting model, partitions voters into groups on the basis
of geography (districts) and partisan voting patterns (which we describe
below), estimates parameters of subgroup (normal) voting distributions,
and then estimates each district's overall distribution as a discrete mixture of (normal) distributions for each partisan subgroup. Because our
estimation approach is novel in the political economy literature, we
present summary statistics of our estimates in table 2. Details are contained in the Appendix.
Table 2 reports summary statistics of our estimates of district composition. The scale is normalized such that the most liberal district's
mean is -1 and the most conservative district's mean is 1. The variance
of preferences within districts ranges from 1.41 to 3.10. In addition,
because our estimates are based on individual-level data that contain
voting records on both the ballot propositions and partisan candidate
races, we are able to identify members of partisan subgroups on the
' There are two
types of these ballot measures: initiatives, which qualify for the ballot
via citizen petition, and referendums, which are passed by the relevant legislature and are
placed on the ballot automatically for voter ratification (see Waters 2003). Because Proposition 159 posed a question very similar to Proposition 158, we dropped it from the
analysis. Votes on Propositions 158 and 159 are much more highly correlated than votes
on any other proposition pair, and including both of them in our analyses results in the
recovery of a policy dimension that is dominated by these two items.

TABLE 1
STATEWIDE BALLOT PROPOSITIONS,

Number

NOVEMBER

Title*

155

1992 School Facilities Bond Act (R)

156
157
158

Passenger Rail and Clean Air Bond Act of 1992 (R)
Toll Roads and Highways (R)
Office of California Analyst (R)

160

Property Tax Exemption (R)

161

Physician-Assisted Death. Terminal Condition (I)

162

Public Employees' Retirement Systems (I)

163

Ends Taxation of Certain Food Products (I)

164

Congressional Term Limits (I)

165

Budget Process. Welfare. Procedural and Substantive
Changes (I)

166
167

Basic Health Care Coverage (I)
State Taxes (I)

-California Secretary of State (1992a).
* R refers to referendum and I to initiative.

SouRcE.

CALIFORNIA,

$900 million bond issue to
lic schools
$1 billion bond issue for l
Prohibits state collection o
Creates office, to be exem
tive expenditure limits
Exempts home of person
active military service
Allows terminally ill patien
patient's own life
Changes responsibilities an
ployees' retirement syste
Exempts candy, bottled wa
and use taxes
Excludes from the ballot p
in the U.S. House or 12
Grants governor power to
budget, limits cost-of-liv
fare programs, and redu
dent Children
Requires employers to pro
Raises top income tax rate
provides renters tax cred
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TABLE 2
SUMMARYSTATISTICS:ESTIMATEDOVERALLDISTRICT MEDIAN PREFERENCE,VARIANCE,
AND MEDIAN PREFERENCESOF PARTISANVOTERS

Estimate
Median preference
Variance
Democratic median
preference
Independent median
preference
Republican median
preference

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

.35
2.04

.44
.44

-1.00
1.41

1.02
3.10

-.32

.33

-1.20

.12

.60

.24

-.45

.92

1.39

.16

.86

1.64

SOURCE.-Computed from votes on the 1992 California statewide ballot, Los Angeles County voters (electronic election
returns from the Los Angeles County Registrar). See the Appendix for estimation procedures.

basis of their votes in the candidate races. Specifically, we operationalize
partisan voters as voters in a given district who voted for three sameparty candidates out of the four partisan races common to all voters in
the county (i.e., U.S. president, U.S. House of Representatives, and two
U.S. Senate seats).' Independents are voters who cast fewer than three
votes for same-party candidates. We then estimate the distribution of
preferences from the proposition voting data for these partisan subgroups within each district. Rows 3-5 report summary statistics for the
distributions of Democratic, Independent, and Republican voters.5
Because our estimates are based on a complete set of voting records
across a range of policy issues in each of the 55 legislative districts, they
more directly measure constituency policy preferences than the population demographic and presidential vote-based proxies typically employed in the literature. As such, we can use our estimates to assess the
validity of these proxies. In table 3, we report regression estimates of
our overall median and partisan median preference estimates on a num4 The Senate seats include a six-year term seat (between Barbara Boxer and Bruce
Herschensohn) and a two-year term seat to fill the seat vacated by Pete Wilson when he
was elected governor. This two-year term seat paired Dianne Feinstein andJohn Seymour.
5To test the validity of our preference estimates, we computed the probability of support
for each proposition for voters located at the mean of the district median positions among
Republicans (-0.32) and among Democrats (-1.39). These probabilities indicate that
the recovered underlying spatial dimension is strongly related to voting on taxing and
spending issues. Changing a voter's location from the mean of the Republican median
positions to the mean of the Democratic median positions shifts predicted support for
the two bond measures by roughly 50 percentage points. Shifts of 20-30 percentage points
are predicted for the welfare reform (Proposition 165), tax restructuring (Proposition
167), term limits (Proposition 164), and legislative reorganization (Proposition 158) measures. On a number of other measures that were broadly unpopular (e.g., the universal
health care measure, Proposition 166), were complex (e.g., the toll roads measure, Proposition 157), or drew bipartisan support (e.g., repeal of the regressive tax on snack foods,
Proposition 163), differences across voter groups were minimal, and the spatial dimension
did little to discriminate between vote choices.
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TABLE 3
ANALYSIS OF PREFERENCE ESTIMATES: OLS

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

(N=55)

Dependent Variable: Estimate of Overall Median or Partisan Median Preference
Independent
Variable

Median
Preference

Democratic
Median
Preference

-.67
-1.67
-1.32
(.26)
(.20)
(.13)
-4.48
-5.28
-2.63
%Income
<$20,000
(.62)
(.31)
(.48)
-3.09
-1.17
-2.87
%Income
>$75,000
(.92)
(.71)
(.40)
-1.55
-2.57
%Education >high -2.17
school
(.47)
(.36)
(.20)
-2.37
%Clinton
(.15)
Constant
4.37
3.59
4.10
(.39)
(.30)
(.16)
R2
.81
.97
.80

%Nonwhite

Independent
Median
Preference

Republican
Median
Preference

.08
.35
.02
-.67
-.17
(.19)
(.17)
(.17)
(.17)
(.15)
-1.94
-3.73
-2.76
-3.26
-2.90
(.46)
(.41)
(.43)
(.40)
(.37)
-1.34
-1.67
-.42
-1.11
-1.62
(.61)
(.61)
(.56)
(.60)
(.48)
-.67
-.78
.02
-.21
-2.16
(.30)
(.31)
(.28)
(.30)
(.23)
.87
-1.54
-.42
(.23)
(.21)
(.18)
1.80
1.89
3.41
2.38
2.43
(.25)
(.26)
(.23)
(.19)
(.25)
.74
.39
.54
.73
.91

SOURCE.--Districtcharacteristics are taken from the 1990 U.S. Census. %Clinton is taken from California Secretary
of State (1992b).
NOTE.--The unit of analysis is the legislative district. Standard errors are in parentheses. Bivariate regressions of each
of the four dependent variables on %Clinton alone have R2's of .89, .59, .51, and .02, respectively.

ber of the commonly employed population characteristics (including
measures of race, income, and education) and presidential vote share.
On the one hand, these estimates show that our measures are related
to many of these characteristics. Several interesting patterns emerge as
well, especially the significant relationship between liberalism (i.e., negative preference values) and both high and low income.6 On the other
hand, in all four"of the regressions, there is still quite a bit of variance
in the revealed preference distributions that is unexplained by the demographic proxies. In these 55 Los Angeles County districts, this is
particularly true of Republican preferences, which are poorly predicted
by district-level demographics. In addition, because district-level demographics are reasonably good predictors of both overall district median and partisan median preferences, as revealed in table 3, previous
studies may have misattributed effects of these proxies to the influence
of the median voter, when in fact they are actually due to the influence
of partisan voters, or vice versa.

6 The association of both very wealthy and very poor districts with liberal preferences
is consistent with conventional wisdom about the political leanings of the poorest areas
of the county such as South Central Los Angeles and the most affluent areas such as Santa
Monica. The possibility that this same (nonmonotonic) relationship between income and
preferences may hold outside of Los Angeles County reflects the danger of using demographics to proxy political preferences.
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Measuring Legislator Behavior

Several methods exist that allow researchers to infer legislators' policy
positions from their roll call voting behavior. Most notable and commonly used are interest group ratings such as ADA scores, NOMINATE
scores (Poole and Rosenthal 1985, 1997), Heckman-Snyder scores
(Heckman and Snyder 1997), and scores based on a recently developed
Markov chain-Monte Carlo method (Clinton, Jackman, and Rivers
2004). A general finding of this literature is that a single left-right dimension accounts for a very large amount of the variation in legislators'
roll call voting records. For this study, we use Poole and Rosenthal's
NOMINATE procedure to estimate legislators' left-right positions.
Our data consist of roll call voting data for members from three
different legislative bodies (the California Assembly, California Senate,
and U.S. House of Representatives). In order to make comparisons
across these three chambers, we need a way of placing members from
each of the chambers in the same policy space. The problem is that no
roll call scaling technique (including NOMINATE) produces a scale
that has any natural metric. In particular, incomparability in estimates
across the three chambers can enter in three ways. First, the underlying
dimension or dimensions may not be the same in each chamber. Second,
the units of the NOMINATE scores may not be comparable. Third, the
zero point of the scales may not be comparable. Without a way to address
these problems, comparisons of NOMINATE scores generated from separate sets of roll call votes (in this case, votes from different chambers)
are invalid.
We construct NOMINATE scores that are comparable across legislatures by using information from three interest groups (the League of
Conservation Voters, the Chamber of Commerce, and the AFL-CIO)
that rated members of each of the three legislative bodies. These interest
groups create ratings for each legislator that are calculated as the percentage of times each legislator shared the position of the group on a
roll call vote of salience to the group. Groups report the votes they use
to construct their scores and the positions they took on those votes. As
such, while these groups did not actually "vote"in the three chambers,
they took positions on the bills considered by them. Thus we can construct a "voting record" for each group in each chamber. The group is
said to have abstained on all roll calls that it did not factor into its rating
score and to have voted "nay"or "yea"according to its stated preference
on all roll calls that were used in the score. These "voting records" are
then added to the records of the "real"legislators (see below), and the
groups' ideal points are estimated along with those of the legislators.7
7 The AFL-CIO ratings involve 135 votes, the Chamber of Commerce ratings involve 89
votes, and the League of Conservation Voters ratings involve 99 votes.
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TABLE4
SUMMARY STATISTICS: FIRST-DIMENSION
CHAMBER

NOMINATE

SCORES BY

Chamber

Mean

Median

Standard
Deviation

U.S. House:
All
California
California Assembly
California Senate

-.09
-.12
-.11
-.02

-.27
-.47
-.37
-.20

.61
.75
.59
.47

SouRcE.--Computed from legislator roll call votes. See the text and Poole and Rosenthal (1985,
1997) for estimation procedures.

Assuming that groups' ideal points do not vary across chambers, we can
use these groups to anchor the issue space.8
We then form a large data set comprising all nonunanimous votes
cast in each of the three chambers in 1993 and 1994.9 The data set
includes not only those members from Los Angeles County, but all
members serving in each chamber (as well as the three interest groups).
Inclusion of these other members improves the efficiency of the estimation and allows us to compare the scores of Los Angeles's delegations
to those of other members of each chamber. The NOMINATE procedure is then applied to this large set of data, and comparable estimates
of the spatial locations of each member in each chamber are recovered.
Analysis of the means, medians, and standard deviations of the firstdimension NOMINATE scores reveals high levels of consistency across
chambers, with no significant differences in these statistics.'oConsistent
with Poole and Rosenthal's findings for the U.S. Congress, a single
dimension has great explanatory power. Conditioning voting decisions
on the first-dimension NOMINATE score results in an overall classification success across all the roll calls of 89.7 percent. In comparison to
a naive model, an 89.7 percent correct classification represents a 67
percent reduction in error. Adding two more dimensions to the model
increases the overall classification success to nearly 91.3 percent and
increases the percent reduction in error to 0.72. Table 4 reports summary statistics for these scores by chamber.
V.

District Composition and Legislator Behavior
We now use our estimates of legislator behavior, district median preferences, district heterogeneity, and partisan median preferences to test
8A similar approach is taken by Poole and Rosenthal (1997).
9 There were 6,166 such votes in the State Assembly, 1,758 such votes in the State Senate,
and 1,093 such votes in the U.S. House.
"'When we test interchamber differences in NOMINATE means, F(2, 52) = 0.15, =
p
0.86.
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TABLE 5

DETERMINANTSOF LEGISLATORBEHAVIOR:OLS REGRESSIONCOEFFICIENTS(N= 55)

Dependent Variable: Legislator's First-Dimension NOMINATE Score
Independent Variable
Median preference

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

.87
(.15)

.09
(.07)
1.12
(.06)

.75
(.28)
1.07
(.06)
-.29
(.12)

-.49
(.09)
.37

-.07
(.04)
.92

-.14
(.05)
.93

.86
(.31)
1.22
(.19)
-.30
(.12)
-.12
(.15)
-.13
(.05)
.93

Party ideology
Median preference
x variance
Partisan preference
Constant
RJ2

NOTE.-Standard errors are in parentheses. Median preference and variance are as described in table 2. Partyideology
is the median NOMINATE score of the members of a legislator's party delegation in his or her chamber. Partisan
preference is Democratic median preference for Democratic legislators and is Republican median preference for
Republican legislators (there are no Independent legislators in our sample).

hypotheses about the effects of voter preferences on political representation. Table 5 presents the results of these analyses. Each column reports ordinary least squares (OLS) regression coefficients and standard
errors for different model specifications." The unit of analysis in each
regression is a legislative district, and the dependent variable is the
legislator's first-dimension NOMINATE score.
We begin by analyzing the baseline relationship between legislator
policy positions and overall district median preferences (median preference). To the extent that legislators are constrained by the median voter
in their district, we hypothesize that legislators, on average, will take
positions that are more liberal when their district's median is more
liberal and that are more conservative when their district's median is
more conservative. Because the NOMINATE scale and the voter preference scale are not directly comparable, no stronger prediction than
monotonicity can be made. However, if the median voter theorem is to
be taken literally, then residual variation in the regression would result
only from nonlinearity in the mapping from the preference scale on
which the voters are located to the scale on which the legislators are
located. Thus any sizable residual variation must be interpreted as evidence against the empirical validity of the median voter prediction.
Model 1 of table 5 presents the results of this analysis.
We find a positive relationship between legislator behavior and district
" Because each of the
independent variables is estimated and not measured directly,
we considered an error correction model to account for this measurement error. However,
with our enormous sample sizes for estimating voter preferences and party ideology, the
standard errors of these estimates are minuscule, and hence the error correction model
makes no difference.
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median preferences, as predicted. On average, legislators in conservative
districts (high median) take more conservative policy positions (high
NOMINATE score), and vice versa. However, the R2 of only .37 reflects
the limited explanatory power of the bare-bones median voter hypothesis. In model 2, however, when we add a variable measuring the effect
of the legislator's party (party ideology,operationalized as the median
NOMINATE score for the legislator's party delegation in his or her
chamber), the R2 increases to .92 and the independent effect of the
median voter's preference becomes small and insignificant.12 Because
the party delegation's median is measured on the same scale as the
individual legislators' positions, the magnitude of the effect of party is
directly interpretable. The estimated coefficient of 1.12 suggests that
Los Angeles County's legislators are somewhat more extreme, on average, than their statewide or national partisan caucuses. By contrast,
chamber party median accounts for 10 percentage points less variation
in representatives' NOMINATE scores nationwide and statewide (i.e.,
82 percent). Thus Los Angeles County legislators are somewhat more
polarized and homogeneous within party than legislators statewide or
nationwide.
Model 3 presents one of the main results of the paper. In this regression, we add an interaction between median preference and variance within each district. We find that once we account for the mediating
effect of district heterogeneity, the median voter's preference once again
becomes positive and significant, even when we control for the effects
of the legislator's party.We interpret the significant negative coefficient
on the interaction to indicate that the effect of median preference
decreases as heterogeneity (i.e., variance) increases. In other words, in
heterogeneous districts, legislators are largely unconstrained by their
overall median, and party pressures dominate legislative behavior. As
variance decreases (i.e., as the district becomes more homogeneous),
legislators are more constrained by the preferences of their districts'
median voter.
In model 4, we further consider the impact of party on legislator
behavior. Since Key (1964), political scientists have long distinguished
between the dual roles of political parties as components of legislative
institutions (i.e., party in the legislature) and as organizing factors in
electoral politics (i.e., party in the electorate). In terms of its impact on
legislator behavior, works such as Fiorina (1974), Fenno (1978), Peltzman (1985), Goff and Grier (1993), Swain (1993), Jung, Kenny, and
This effect is hardly surprising, given that party dominates roll call voting in all three
12
chambers in the 1990s. Thus the simple correlation between the party delegations' NOMINATE scores and individual legislator NOMINATE scores is .96. Other measures of party
effects such as a simple dummy variable are similarly highly correlated with the NOMINATE
scores (r = .95).
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Lott (1994), Brady and Schwartz (1995), Levitt (1996), Stratmann
(1996), and others emphasize the role of partisan electoral constituencies on legislator behavior, that is, of the party in the electorate. This
view of representation posits that legislators respond to core constituencies, especially voters from the same party, as opposed to their districtwide median voter.
Model 4 adds a measure of partisan median preferences (partisan
preference)to the previous specification. This variable takes on the value
of Democratic median preference for Democratic legislators and Republican median preference for Republican legislators (there are no
Independent legislators in our sample). However, despite the theoretical
expectation that legislators will respond to partisan preferences, we see
that the estimated effect of partisan preferences is small and statistically
insignificant. In this specification, the preferences of partisan constituency (i.e., party in the electorate) are swamped by the legislative chamber party median (i.e., party in the legislature)." However, we caution
the reader against drawing a strong conclusion about the relative impacts of legislative and electoral party.'4It is clear that model 4 is characterized by a high degree of multicollinearity, especially between the
two party variables. Bivariate correlations between the independent variables are all extremely

high, with

r(partyideology,

partisanpreference)

= .94. The

R' resulting from a regression of either party variable on the other
independent variables exceeds .97. And when partisan preference is
added to model 4, the standard error on party ideology more than
triples.'" It is interesting to note that despite this extreme multicollinearity, party ideology remains significant whereas partisan preference
does not. We speculate that because both legislator NOMINATE scores
and party ideology are measured on the same scale and partisan preference is measured on a different scale that may not be an exact affine
transformation of the NOMINATE scale, some of the effect of electoral
party may be picked up by the legislative party variable. Ultimately,
though, because both the voters and legislators of Los Angeles County
"1The correlation between legislative party median and partisan constituency median
is .94.
'4 Our conclusion here mirrors that of Peltzman (1984), who finds that legislative party
is not a statisticallysignificant predictor of senators' ADA scores when partisan constituency
preference measures are included in the regression, but cautions that "these results should
not be interpreted to say that interest rather than political kinship really determines voting
patterns. There is much collinearity between party affiliation and the characteristics of
supporters and contributors, perhaps too much for such a conclusion to be confidently
drawn" (p. 195).
" In a
parallel analysis that includes partisan preference but not party ideology (not
reported here), the standard error on partisan preference also triples when party ideology
is added to the estimation. In this case, the coefficient on partisan preference also changes
from .75 to -.12.
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are so highly polarized by party, it is difficult to pin down the source
of the partisan effect.'"
VI.

Conclusion

In summary, this paper considers the relationship between citizens and
legislators, and especially how district composition affects this relationship. These questions are fundamental to our understanding of representation in modern American legislatures, since many districts are
characterized by a high degree of preference heterogeneity. We employ
a unique data set to estimate the distribution of voter preferences within
legislative districts. We find that district composition affects the relationship between voter preferences and legislator behavior in a number
of ways. District median preference is a better predictor of legislator
behavior in homogeneous districts than in heterogeneous districts. In
other words, legislators take policy positions that are close to their district's median when many constituents share these preferences. In heterogeneous districts, median preference is a much less powerful predictor of legislative behavior. Legislators from heterogeneous districts
often take policy positions that diverge substantially from the median
voter in their district. This result is robust to a variety of model specifications. It suggests that our standard spatial voting models, with their
predictions of convergence to the median, do not apply well to situations
in which legislators represent heterogeneous districts.
We then test for the relationship between legislator behavior, median
preference, partisan preference, party,and district composition. We find
strong support for the hypothesis that legislators from homogeneous
districts continue to represent their overall district median, with partisan
pressures exerting some influence as well. Legislators from heterogeneous districts, by contrast, are much more responsive to party pressures
at the expense of the median voter in their districts.
These results have important implications for the study of political
representation. If legislators from heterogeneous districts represent the
interests of only a subset of their constituents, then the people who live
in those districts but who are not part of the legislator's core constituency
really lose out. In terms of having their preferences expressed in policy,
they would be better off in different districts along with like-minded
citizens and representatives. Some research has explored this question,
both theoretically and empirically, in the context of racial redistricting
(Lublin 1997; Epstein and O'Halloran 1999). We see our research as a
16 In previous studies using nationwide samples, the ability to separate the effects of
legislative party and partisan constituency turns largely on the existence of Southern
Democrats whose partisan constituency preferences diverged significantly from the preferences of the Democratic caucus in the U.S. House.
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generalization of the insights from that literature. In addition, our research has implications for the future study of political representation.
To the extent that legislators fail to converge to their district's median
position, standard spatial explanations offer little insight. Numerous
studies, including many discussed in this paper, have considered some
of the factors that lead legislators to diverge from their district's median
preference (or fail to converge); however, most of these studies rely on
nonspatial explanations. An important direction for future research involves specifying the conditions under which the standard spatial explanations of legislative behavior do and do not apply.
Appendix
A Method for Inferring District Ideal Point Distributions from Individual-Level Proposition Voting Data
Assume that voters' decisions

on each of a set of ballot propositions,

j = 1, 2,

..., J, can be described by a simple spatial voting model (Enelow and Hinich
1984). In particular, let the utility that voter i = 1, 2, ..., N receives as a result
of the outcome of a proposition election be
U(A,, Oi)= -(A, - 0,)2 +

eiA'

where A, E (, S}}, Pj is the policy that is implemented if proposition j passes,
Sjis the status quo policy that continues if proposition j fails, 0Ois voter i's ideal
point, and eiA is a random utility shock. Assume sincere voting in the sense that
voter i votes for proposition j if U(Pj, Oi)> U(S,, O,) and against it otherwise."7
Letting
=0

I1

if voter i votes against proposition j
if voter i votes for proposition j,

we can write for each i and j
=
Prob(V.

1,10)

= Prob(U(J,
SProb(-p2

0,)

-

U(S,, 0;) > 0)

+ 20, + 0 + e,, + S,"- 2S,0 + 0,2_-E s> 0)

= Prob(S2 - I' + 2(,

When each

EiA

- S,), > E,, - e,,).

is assumed to be independentlyand

standard normal distribution,

identically drawn from a

(Eiiq- ECp)~ N(O, N2) and

Prob(1{ = 1) =

(s2 - p2 + 2(,-

Sj)O

where 4) is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. Letting
S

17 Sincere

S2- p2
-2

voting is a weakly undominated strategy in this model.
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and

2(Pi- S)
\

we find that Vi,is described by a simple probit regression,'8
Prob(V, = 1) = ,4I(a + ,3i0).
If 0i were directly observed, a probit regression of TV
on 0, could be estimated
and Pj and Sj solved for. The cutting point between 1 and S,, cj*, such that
=
= ,'" can be written as
=
and
Prob(i =
1|, e)*)
-(aj/i3). Additionally, aj
cj
1, can be directly interpreted. The larger a1 is, the greater the probability that
any given voter supports proposition j, ceteris paribus. The larger in absolute
value 0 is, the more important the spatial dimension is in the determination of
Vj(relative to 06).The sign of Ojindicates whether support for a proposition is
an increasing or decreasing function of the voter ideal points.
Assuming that the V1'sare (conditionally) independent, we can write the
likelihood that a voter i casts a pattern of votes, Vi = (VV1,
V, ..., 1'J),as
,
+
Vj)V"[1
3jO,)]1-V,
-L(iila,
(j(oj"
where a = (a,, a2, ...,
) and 3 = (01, ,32
j). Suppose that we observe
...., Vi. Each voter i belongs to a
for each voter i only aa.series of proposition votes
subdistrict party pair (d, p) E {1, 2, ..., DI x IDem, Ind, GOP}. Then, for any
voter i in a given district and party, that voter's likelihood of voting a pattern
Viwill be
#, 0i) =

H 4(Oj +

=f L(Va,
, .(d,p)
L(Va,
13,
U(dp))dO,
o (d,p))
O)4(O|pd,,p,
where 4 is the normal density function with mean (d,p) and variance
Let
•(d,p).
NYbe a function such that I(i) = (d, p). Assume that within each district,
0 is
distributed normally with mean /(d,p) and variance a(d,p). Assuming that the voters
cast their ballots independently, we can write the full log likelihood function
for the set of N patterns, V, as
InL(Vja, ,,,

Ilnrf
) =

L(YIa,

O)4(0,
[,

q,,,,

,,i))d0,

(Al)

where ~ = (A 1, A2. A. ~>)
We then maximize this log
D and o = (ao, o2r...
likelihood function to obtain estimates of ca, 3,•a,).
1, and u. Standard errors for
18This sort of resultis well knownin the literature.For recent examples,see Heckman
and Snyder(1997) and Londregan(2000).
"
Note that Prob(V = 110) is monotonic in 0. Supposethat supportfor propositionj
is decreasingin 0. If Prob(V = 110*) = I, then voterswithideal points0 < 0 * willsupport
propositionj with probabilitieshigher than one-half,and all voterswith ideal points 0 >

0* support the proposition with probabilities lower than one-half. In this sense, 0* is the

cutting point betweenvoterswho are disposedtowardfavoringa propositionand those
who are disposedtowardopposing it.
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the estimated parameters can be obtained in the usual way. For purposes of
identification,

the values of one

(L(d,p),

U(d,p))

pair are fixed to (0, 1).20

Methods for estimating similar likelihood functions were first introduced in
the psychometric literature on test taking (see Bock and Aitken 1981).2 A complete treatment of the exact statistical model presented here including issues of
estimation and robustness and extensions can be found in Lewis (2001).
Given estimates of the mean and variance of the preference distribution of
each subdistrict party pair, the mean and variance of the distribution of voters
of each district and partisan constituency within each district can be found using
standard formulas for the means and variances of finite mixtures of normal
distributions. The median of the distribution of voters within a given district or
subdistrict is found by solving
SPdp)4h(mI(dp),

U(,p))

=

for m, where P(d,p) is the proportion of the voters in a given district or district
partisan groups who reside in a given subdistrict, I P(d,p)= 1, and the summation
runs over all the subdistrict party pairs that constitute the district.
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